“Castaways Tower of Honor”

“PLUTONIUM LEVEL”
($1,500 and over)

DANA P. CLASS
In Honor of:
“LYNN BROWN” AND HER RESCUE EFFORTS
“VIRGINIA LARIOZA” & “TANNER”
Three Lucky Dogs: “SELENE,” “ARGUS,” & “TOUCHE”
“THE LOVE AND TRUST IN A RESCUED SCHIPPERKE’S EYES.”
“MICKEY” – a loving rescue dog

Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

“SCHIPPERKES. A COMPLETE PET OWNER’S MANUAL, BY MELANIE A CORONETZ”
General Contribution
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways
In Memory of: “MONKEY” and “ARGO”

“TRIPLE PLATINUM LEVEL”
($1,000-$1,499)

JOHN P. CLENDENIN
General Contribution

DONNA JEAN MOSER
In Memory of: “TIZZY” (11/15/81 – 7/17/95)
In Appreciation of: BLACKJACK’S WILD ABOUT HARRY (12/12/95 - 9/5/06)
In Honor of: CH KLEINGAUL’S SOMEONE SPECIAL (“Peanut”) (5/20/91 – 9/3/05)

Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

“DOUBLE PLATINUM LEVEL”
($500-$999)

CAROLYN & BEN BEMIS
General Contribution

CENTRAL ROCKIES SCHIPPERKE CLUB
In Memory of: JOYCE RESLEY – for her commitment, her tireless efforts and contributions to CRSC Schipperke Rescue

MARY DEATS
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways
In Memory of: CH HOBBITON’S EZZIE BRANDYBUCK
GB CH FRANHOWIL BLACK MINSTREL FOR ARADET (“Buddy”)

SHEILA FRANK
In Memory of: LEGEND’S OSO NEGRO and LEGEND’S LUCY
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways in memory of LEGEND’S OSO NEGRO

CHRIS & STARLETTE JOHNSON
In Honor of: “BUBBA”

JOHN VAN LENNEP
In Honor of: The 8 rescues in Missouri

TRAVIS & TOMMIE LEWIS
In Memory of: “SPANKY LEWIS” (World Traveler & Mama’s Girl) Deceased 5/27/99 at age 4
“PEARL” Deceased 4/7/00
Beloved “PIPER” (“The Light of my Life”, 2 year old Schipperke)
“TINKER” (Yorkshire Terrier) Deceased 5/10/04 at age 12
In Honor of: VIRGINIA LARIOZA and BARBARA KANTER…Schipperke breeders
My sweet “ FLAMBUOYANT CASSIE”, who sits on my lap as I write this - Schipperke

General Contribution

ERIC & CAROL REHTMEYER
In Honor of: “BOCCI,” TT, CD, TD, CGC, MX, MAD, HIT
Disney’s “My Dog Can Do That-All Time Winner” Birthday – 4/28/89
TOM AND CAROL LUKE

GRACE C. TUFTS
In Honor of: My rescue Schipperke, “SKIPPER”
In Memory of: My rescue cat “GERI”

“IPLATINUM LEVEL”
($250-$499)

JIM & SUZANNE BURRIS
In Memory of: CH SKIPALONG’S SOMETHING SUPER (“Butch”)…Schipperke
CH SKIPALONG’S TEXAS TUFF, CD, TT (“ACE”)…Schipperke
WOODBINE’S HYATT REGENCY, CD, TT (“Hooker”)…Bouvier des Flandres
“MAX”…Smooth Dachshund
In Honor of: CH SKIPALONG’S WIZARD OF WYNFALL (“Ike”)…Schipperke
SKIPALONG’S TINA OF WYNFALL (“Tina”)…Schipperke

SUSAN D. COREY
General Contribution
In Memory of: CH DUTCH HARBOR DEMON “Ensign” – March 1987-September 2002
CH DUTCH HARBOR BEAR HUG “Bear” – May 1989-September 2004
CH DUTCH HARBOR DORY “Dory” – May 1989-January 2005

MARY & HOWARD COX
In Memory of: “BUDDY” (“He is in a better place.”)

LINDA K. COUSSENS
In Memory of: BLACK STAR OF THE COSMOS (“STAR”) Deceased 6/6/98
LAWRENCE ARRETT
“BRANDY”, friend of Rose Clark…Poodle
In Honor of: LINDA’S LITTLE RAZ MA TAZ (“Taz”)

JESSE & HOPE JOHNSON
In Memory of: Sandy & Warren Church’s little “WILEY WOO”
“SHADOW”, goodbye my beautiful, gentle little girl. We loved you so much.
In Honor of: Kim’s “CHESA”…..Schipperke
South Dakota Rescues: “DIAMOND, MELANIE, & SAGE”
“MOLLY”, she is one very loved Rescue
“SKIPPER” & “LIL’ BIT” – survivors of the storms
General Contribution
Schipnic proceeds from sale of rescue T-shirts and crate pads

SKIP & LINDA HASKELL
In Memory of: “HOPE”, she’ll be in our prayers and CH KLEINGAUL’S WINDJAMMER

DAN & JOANNE LESKI
In Memory of: “MARIEKE”, Schipperke, deceased 5/28/02

TED & YOLANDA MAYHALL
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways
In Memory of: “MARGARET ANN” – SHERIDAN LOOKIN’ FOR TROUBLE-our beautiful, talented and much loved Schip
In Honor of: DIANNE AND WOODY HARRIS – Sheridan Schipperkes

DON & MARY NIELSEN
In Memory of: “BRIDGET” and “SAMANTHA”… Schipperkes
General Contribution
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

NATURAL GAS MEASUREMENT, INC.
In Memory of: JAMES T. BRASELTON, JR.
CH SKIPALONG’S SOMETHING SUPER (“Butch”)…Schipperke
EDEN’S BALTAS OF NORTH STAR (“Chatter”)… Samoyed
CH SKIPALONG’S TEXAS TUFF, CD, TT (“Ace”)…Schipperke
WOODBINE’S HYATT REGENCY, CD, TT (“Hooker”)…Bouvier des Flandres
CH ANDOVER MUSIC MAN (“Cody”)…Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

JERI PABST
In Memory of: CH KLEINGAUL’S SPITFIRE OF FREWOOD, UD (“Spitfire”)…Schipperke
In Honor of: KLEINGAUL’S SARA LEE…Schipperke

WILLIAM & CAROLYN RANKIN
General Contribution

JAMES & JEANENE SMITH
In Honor of: CH DUIDREAM NETSCAPE NAVIGATOR (“Frazier”)…Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier - Birthday…5/2/95
“BITTIE”….Calico Cat (Rescued as a baby – Now 18 yrs old)
“LIELI”….Miniature Schnauzer
“PADDY”, “JELLO”, and “SUNNY”….Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier
“BUFFY”….Calico Cat (Rescued as a baby – Deceased 8/9/99 at age 17+ yrs)
“GIZMO”….Persian Cat (Missing since 4/99)
NANN and BARNEY JOHNSON
“MAX”….Smooth Dachshund

LINDA VISCEGLIA
In Memory of: JACK GRIGGS
General Contribution

NICOLE VISCEGLIA
General Contribution

“GOLD LEVEL”
($100-$249)

SUE & BOB ALTMEYER
General Contribution

KATHRYN ANDERSON
In Honor of: “TEDDY”….. A Rescue
GLADSTONE ANIMAL SHELTER
AVANELL AIKENS & “BEAR” …(Schipperke)

ANONAMOUS DONOR
In Memory of: ELIZABETH BRETT

NANETTE BATESON
In Memory of: CLARENCE SMITH BATESON
In Honor of: CH CEDAR CREEK’S BENSON DUBOIS

ANGELA BECKER
In Memory of: AM, MEX, & INT CH CHATELET’S BLITZEN (“Blitzen”)….Schipperke
CH JETSTAR’S HELLAVA BREW (“Luke”)

ALAN & KIMBERLY BELL
General Contribution

RICH & KAREN BIALKOWSKI
In Honor of: “SKIP”, our most beloved Castaway Schipperke

WENDY A. BIE
In Memory of: ISABELLE ORMISTON
“BO-WIENER”….Miniature Dachshund
NOMAD’S SOPHIE VON FANINAL (“Sophie”) - Died 3/13/00 at age 13 (“Dearly Loved – Sorely Missed”)
General Contribution (In honor of rescue fund efforts)
CH NOMAD’S CLASS ACT (“Emily”)
EDNA LOUISE DYE
In Honor of: HELEN B. BIE

LARRY & STEPHANIE BOLHUIS
In Honor of: CH DREAM ON’S TWO-B BET THE FARM (“Dusty”)…Schipperke
DREAM ON’S TWO-B STEALURHEART (“Bunny”)…Schipperke

WILMA DAME
In Memory of: “KRIKET, UD” – “BUBBLES, UD” – “ANGEL, UD” – “PRIDE, CDX”
In Honor of: CH DYNASTY’S MERLIN OF WIL-CLE
CH WIL-CLE REBEL PLAYER, CDX

CARROLL D DEGROFF
In Memory of: My wife, DELCIA

ROBERT & KATHLEEN DE LORENZO
General Contribution

LARRY & PRISCILLA DOWNS
In Memory of: “JUDA”

ROD & BARBARA EVERETT
General Contribution
In Honor of: The Loving Little Schips!

SHARON FURR
In Honor of: The 8 rescues in Missouri

JOHN & AMY GOSSMAN
In Memory of: AM/CAN CH SKIPALONG BOTTOM LINE, CDX, CGC, ROMX

JUDY & SONNY GERRISH
In Memory of: “JADE” and “CODY”, German Shepherd Dogs

KEN & ANN GROSER
General Contribution
In Memory of: “FUDGE”, “WADDLES”, “ABBIE” & “B.C.”
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

DICK & SUE ALICE HAMILTON
In Memory of: “MI MOOCHI B, C.D.” – a rescue who brought so much to our lives

CANDICE E. HARRIS
General Contribution
In Memory of: AM, CAN, & MEX CH BRIARWOOD’S COPYRITE
AM & CAN CH BLUE MAX’S TOP GUN
CH. OLD RIVER SHOW & TELL

BLAKE & GERI HART
General Contribution
In Memory of: CH HOLLYWOOD MALAGOLD JELI BEAN
In Honor of: CH MALAGOLD’S STAR EVOL BOWEEBOL, CH MALAGOLD’S BABY GRAND and CH MALAGOLD SAND DAB DELAMER

BEVERLY M. HENRY
In Memory of: BILL HENRY, my best friend and husband of 43 years
In Memory of: DOUG WILSON
In Memory of: “FIONA” … the first rescue I ever had to put down
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

EILEEN M. HUNT
In Honor of: TISH KEATING for helping find “THE MIKE”

URSULA HUTTON – DELORIAN SCHIPPERKES
In Honor of: AM/CAN CH PINE ROSE BLACK MOLLY, CGC, VCA1, OA, OAJ (NATAC Titles: NGC-V, NYC-V, TG-N, TN-N)

KEVIN IKEHARA
General Contribution

GENE JOHNSON
In Honor of: AMY GOSSMAN – Dante Ships - (“My friend and mentor.”)
In Memory of: AM/CAN CH SKIPALONG’S BOTTOM LINE, CDX, CGC, ROMX

TERRY & DIANE JOHNSON
General Contribution

DIANA KINNEAR
In Honor of: BILL & CAROL BATES

LORETTA AND BOB KOONS
For Lifetime Castaways, in memory of “FUZZ”, our half Schipperke (7/88-4/01)

JANET KURMAN
In Honor of: LYNN BROWN & her tireless dedication to maintaining the heritage of the breed & rescue. Thanks “Auntie Lynn”
In Honor of: “RAINBO” & “TEDDY”
In Memory of: Joyce Resley; Sandy Church’s Mom & Dad and Steve Kress’ “MAX”

GARY & GERALDINE LITMAN
General Contribution

NANCIE K. MAGES
In Memory of: CH DREAM ON’S ONE IN A MILLION… Schipperke
CH EATCHURHEARTOUT de SANG BLEU…Schipperke

JOHN T. MEREDITH
In Memory of: “ARCTURUS”

MARY & JACK PEARCE
In Honor of: Our recent adoption of “URSULA” in Arizona

MRS. TONITA POTTER
In Honor of: “EMILY”, my best friend who finally feels at home, adopted at 2002 SCA National
In Memory of: “FOLLY”, beloved Schip – deceased 2004 and “ABBY”, beloved Collie – deceased 2004. In life Folly and Abby were very close friends and wonderful companions of Maxie and Addison Schneider.
“SATIN DOLL” – 1982-1998, Schip

THE RAMSEY FAMILY (DIANE, MARY, PEG, & DAN)
General Contribution
In Honor of: LANCE’S new home with the Don Lieblich family
STEVE & PATTI (HAPTONSTALL) RAY  
In Memory of: BILL HENRY

KRISTINE BITTNER REYES  
In Honor of: “ZAK”, my rescue Schip, my constant companion, my beloved friend, guardian and registered Therapy dog

BOB RILEY & CINDY SCHULTZ-RILEY  
In Memory of: CYAN’S DANCING IN THE DARK, CD, Can CD, Multi HIT “DANCER”  
MELISSA STARR CONLEY

ANTHONY & LOUISE ROSASCO & FAMILY  
In Memory of: SHANE DONOVAN

CATHY RYAN  

KERRI RYAN  
General Contribution

BARBARA SMITH DAVIS  
In Memory of: “BIJOU”….4/17/69 – 11/19/82 & “CLABAUD”….2/2/83 – 1/7/97

KATHLEEN H. SAUVE  
In Memory of: CH ARTIC’S AIN’T MISS BEA HAVEN…Schipperke  
In Memory of: CH LE BLAK’S TOP GUN - “TOPPER”

ROBERT SOHN  
In Memory of: “PERKY”

MELODY STOCKTON  
General Contribution  
In Honor of: “TUNE”, “ZAZZ”, “FIZZ” & “RAVEN”

LEE ANN STUSNICK  
In Memory of: CH BLACKJACK’S ABRACADABRA, ROM, CH BLACKJACK’S MAGIC MOMENT, ROM and CH BLACKJACK’S IN THE NICK OF TIME, ROM

CINDA M. WALLER  
In Honor of: CH OSO OSADA, NA, CGC (Birthday – 6/8/92)  
BRAKEN DESERT ROSE, CGC, TDI (Birthday – 5/7/91) (She helps comfort frightened rescued dogs)

DONNA M. WEBB  
In Memory of: CJ OBSIDIAN FRIENDSHIP, CDX, CGC, TT  
In Honor of: PATTICAKE’S BRIDGES TO JOTC, CDX, CGC

MARY KATHLEEN WHITAKER  
In Honor of: The placement of 2 rescue Schips – “LUCY” & “NUGAN” (Arranged by Howard & Mary Cox and placed by Deb Streeter)

ROBIN WILLIS  
General Contribution

DAVE & GALE ZITNIK  
General Contribution

“SILVER LEVEL”  
($50-$99)

ROB BACON  
General Contribution

STEPHEN J. BARMAN  
General Contribution  
In Memory of: CH. NAMRAB’S MISTER ISA BUSTER & NAMRAB’S MISTER PERSONALITY

SILVIA STRONG BENNET  
General Contribution

LOIS BORDER  
In Memory of: my beloved Schipperkes:  
CH CHARR COALETTE DIXIE CUP, UD, HOF (3/12/82 – 7/31/94)  
CH J.R. BEAR KOALAPEPPER, CD (7/13/82 – 4/13/99)  
“ANGIE” (9/30/84 – 9/9/99)

DR WALT & MARTY BRUSCH  
In Memory of: CH ANDOVER MUSIC MAN (“Cody”)…Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier  
“BUFFY”….Calico Cat (Rescued as a baby – Deceased 8/9/99 at age 17+ yrs)

LAUREN CRIMMINS  
In Honor of: “LUTHER”
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KATIE CHRISTMAN  
General Contribution

ANNE D COLGAN, CSR  
In Honor of: CH DANTES TRAPLINE, CGC, CD, FD, FDX, (“Bullet”)

NICK & AMY CONTI  
General Contribution

ESTHER G. COOPER-SCHELLER  
In Memory of: CH TEEJAY CATINAT OF LEELAND (“Rudy”) 5/83 – 11/98  
JETSTAR’S HONEY DHU OF LEELAND (“Maggie”) 12/83 – 7/99

KEVIN CUMMINGS  
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

DEBBIE DECKER  
In Memory of: “MURPHY”, a 17 year old rescue who passed over  
“PRISSY”

JUNE DEMERS  
In Memory of: EBONY OF NICETHINGSNORTH – a champion in my heart

MICHELLE VAN EENOO  
General Contribution “For the love of Schipperkes”

DEBRA & MELISSA FALVO, GARY STEPHENSON, MARCUS EHRLICH, MITZIE WOOD-McIVER, PEGGY VAN DAM  
In Memory of: RACHAEL MURPHY, PEDRN

KELLYE & CLINT FERGESON  
In Memory of: “CHATTER”… Samoyed  
“DOC”, “CISCO”, “CAMMY”, and “CHULA”…Australian Cattle Dog

LISA FAULKNER  
In Memory of: TERRLIDAS TRAVELIN’ GYPSY, CD

JANE M. GANGI, PHD  
In Honor of: “BOUNCE”, a 4 year old Schip

KATHRYN HAMILTON  
General Contribution

KAREN HARRIGAN  
In Honor of: “PEPPER”

DAVID HAYNES DVM  
General Contribution

LOU & PAT HELMICK  
In Memory of: “GILLEY” & “SIMON”…Our Boys

DAVID & DEBBIE HENEFIELD  
In Memory of: “PRISSY”

T. HALL & FRANCES KEYES  
In Honor of: CH NANHALL’S PEPSI COLA II

Marilyn M. (Tish) Keating  
General Contribution

Sandra E. King  
General Contribution

Lisa Kruse & Jason MaglinTe  
General Contribution

Janet C. Labrie  
General Contribution  
In Memory of: CH JATO’S ATTA GIRL AMELIA

Alice Lechner  
In Honor of: “BEAR”

Janet L. Liesen  
In Memory of: CH DREAM ON’S ONE OF THE GANG, CD, CGC, “LINUS”  
In Honor of: “LUCY” and “SCHROEDER”  
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

Kristie Loescher  
General Contribution

CARRIE & ZENON LIBOWICZ  
General Contribution  
In Memory of: SEAN-LVC
FRANCES J. LINDSTROM
In Honor of: LINDSTROM’S MIDNIGHT SKIPPER, AX, OAJ, CDX, TT, CGC - (“Just because he is special.”)
LYNN BROWN and her dedication to the breed and her tireless efforts through rescue and education.
All the folks who work so hard to make the rescues successful.

KAREN McBRIDE
General Contribution

PATRICIA McClAIN
In Memory of: “WINDRIFT ABBY” …Schipperke

PAM MERCER & FAMILY
In Honor of: JIM BURRIS and his rescue efforts

JANE & JEFF MINNING
In Memory of: “SKIPPER”

VICKI A MOTE
General Contribution
In Memory of: “SHAWNEE”
“TAYLOR” – who is missed greatly
In Honor of: “SCARLET”

MARY M. RYAN
General Contribution

MORTON F. SCHWEITZER
General Contribution

ED & MARYANN SIMANEK
In Memory of: AM/CAN/MEX/WORLD CH. NANHALL’S ORION ALOPEX, CGC and CH. NANHALL’S FOXTROT
CH NANHALL’S WINE QOOLER
BILL HENRY and MARJ KUYT
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

JERRY & MAUREEN STANLEY
General Contribution

ST. MARKS HOSPITAL-NURSERY & NBICU STAFF, SALT LAKE CITY, UT
In Memory of: RACHAEL MURPHY, PEDRN

MARY THOMPKINS & ELAINE MESITI
General Contribution

MIKE & KIM VASQUEZ
In Memory of: CH SKIPALONG’S SOMETHING SUPER (“Butch”)….Schipperke

YVONNE M. WACKER
General Contribution
In Memory of: CH BUGABOO’S MINIATURE ROSE
CH BUGABOO’S TOP GUN

STANLEY T. WISNIEWSKI
In Honor of: AM/CAN CH SKIPALONG’S PRINCE CHARMING

BETTE WYNN
General Contribution

CAROL SCHNUR YOUNG & BILL YOUNG
In Memory of: AM/CAN CH SIDEKICK’S CURIOS GEORGE, CD
In Honor of: CH VALKYRA BY ME SNEAKATTACKTU

“BRONZE LEVEL”
(up to $49)

DAVE & MARY LOU ANDERSON, BILL & KAREN ANDERSON GRAFF, WILLIAM GRAFF
In Memory of: RACHAEL MURPHY, PEDRN

RICHARD & BERNICE ANDERSON
In Memory of: AM CH ROETMOP ELF, CDX (“Beauty”) …Schipperke (Deceased 10/18/86)

DONNA B. ALLEN
General Contribution
In Memory of: CH HONEY LANE’S ARABELL, CD
CH. VALKYRA SNEAK ATTACK

NANCY BALDREE
General Contribution Proceeds from raffle at Schipnic
TONY & DENA BARCELLONA
General Contribution

REX & JUDY BEIN
In Memory of: “KACHINA”, “CHAD”, “B.J.”, and “MONDO”

DAVE & BERNADETTE BENNETT
In Honor of: “FOXY”

ANNA BELLE BOESCH
In Memory of: AM, CAN, MEX CH KASANDRA H KOALAPEPPER, CDX

CHERYL BOETTCHER
General Contribution

L’TONYA A. BOWE
General Contribution

ELLEN BERMAN
In Memory of: “CASPER”
In Memory of: “CHARM”, owned and loved by Peggy Duffy

DENNIS BUFFINGTON
General Contribution

MARALYN BUSSE
In Memory of: ARTHUR BUSSE

DALLAS/FORT WORTH JUDGES ASSOCIATION
In Memory of: Fellow judge and member, BILL HENRY

DELIA COPLEY
General Contribution

BONNIE DE PRACOMTAL
In Honor of: AM, LUX, SPAIN, GIBRALTAR, SWITZERLAND, ITALY
INT’L CH DANTE’S HERE’S LOOKIN AT YOU

LAURA CLAMPITT DOUGLAS
In Honor of: ROY PLUMMER

JOSE & MARIA FERNANDEZ
General Contribution

MARTHA D FERRIS
General Contribution

FULTON-MIAMI COUNTY VET CLINIC
In Memory of: CH CHATELET’S THE LAST RAINBOW (“Rain”)…Schipperke
CH CHATELET’S TAKE ON ME (“Chloe”)…Schipperke

RICHARD & LEEDONA GILL
In Memory of: BILL HENRY

NANCY GLABICKI
In Memory of: ‘KODI’ BERMAN (one of the prettiest, sweetest Schips I have ever met)

KATHIE GRAY
General Contribution

MARY E GREEN
In Memory of: “NEESHA”, owned by Lynn Richter

SHERYL HARAMES
General Contribution

THE HARLOWS
In Honor of: All of our family at CHATELET

VIOLA M. HALE
General Contribution

IVAN & JEANIE HERSHBERGER
In Memory of: BILL HENRY

KATHRYN HOLMES
In Memory of: BILL HENRY

MARIE JERNIGAN
In Memory of: “MAX”….Smooth Dachshund

JUNE J JOHNSON
Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways, in Honor of: “ZIPPER”

MARCIA JOHNSON
In Memory of: “MADONNA” & “PENNY”, buddies
STEVE KRESS
   General Contribution

VIRGINIA LARIOZA & FAMILY
   General Contribution

MEG LAKE
   Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways
   In Memory of: GRENDEL CD, Multiple HIT (Rescue Schip)
   In Honor of: U-CDX YOGI, UDX (Schipperke)

JULIE & JOHN LEWIS
   General Contribution  Thank you for finding our Schip a new, loving home

Marilyn Lidner
   General Contribution
   In Memory of: “KOBE”, “POIKA”, “EFFIE” & “BRIESE”

HOLLY LILLEY
   General Contribution
   In Memory of: “FLASH”

PAM LINNES
   General Contribution

LINDA LOCKWOOD
   In Honor of: “CISCO”

VIRGIL MANNING
   General Contribution

GLORIA & MICHAEL McClay
   General Contribution

JOELLE MILLER
   General Contribution

HARVEY & JANE Moshers
   In Memory of: BILL HENRY

KRISTA J NUOVO
   In Memory of: ANNE K. SMITH – Knotty Knoll

HAZEL L. PERKINS
   General Contribution
   In Honor of: CH JO JO….Schipperke

MARY JO PLAMANN
   Sponsorship of Lifetime Castaways

ANITA READ
   General Contribution

FRANK & GWEN ROBERTS
   In Memory of: BILL HENRY

LAUREL WOLLARD RODMAN
   In Memory of: All of my loving Schipperkes who have gone before me. “Memories are rays of sunshine”

CINDY ROTHFEDER
   In Memory of: RACHAEL MURPHY, PEDRN

ROBYN SCHAVE
   In Memory of: CH JACK OF DIAMOND IN THE WRUFF, CD, CGC

BOB & SHIRLEY SIPLER
   In Memory of: BILL HENRY

MICHAEL & JULIE SMITHE
   General Contribution

PAULA STEEN
   In Memory of: KANBRIC’S MZ BEARLEE O’DOUBLE-D, CD (“Lee Lee”)….Schipperke - Deceased 10/22/99

MARTHA M. TATUM
   General Contribution

STEVEN & CAROLYN TAYLOR
   General Contribution

NICO TENNY
   In Memory of: CODY BERMAN

CATHY THISTLE
   In Memory of: CH JETSTAR’S BACCHUS, CD – “Cricket”
CAROL ANN THOMAS
In Memory of: “KRICKET”

MARY ANN TIDWELL
General Contribution

MARGE VAN STEENURYLE
In Memory of: RACHAEL MURPHY, PEDRN

MAXINE T. WADE
In Memory of: CH LEARJETS HEZA LADY KILLER
CHARME’S MEGABUCKS

KAREN & LINDSEY WARD
In Memory of: BILL HENRY

PAT WATHEN/LORETTA HAGAR
In Memory of: “CUBBY SUE”

PAMELA WHITTLES & NATHALIE LUSSIER
In Honor of: “TOIE”, our very special rescue Schip who has been with us for 4 years

SUSAN L. WITT
In Honor of: NANHALL’S PEPSI COLA II

STEVEN P. WILLIAMS
In Memory of: “NEESHA”, owned by Lynn Richter

MEL & RAMONA YORGENSEN
In Memory of: BILL HENRY